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During 2017, media in the Republic of Moldova had been affected by the same problems as                

in the past: pluralism without diversity, concentration of media ownership, lack of ownership             

transparency, an insufficiently developed advertising market that seems to be captured,           

increasingly difficult access to information of public interest, political interference in the            

editorial activity of certain media outlets, public broadcasting distancing itself more and            

more from its public service function in favor of praising those in power,             

government-oriented regulators and legislative measures littered with attempts to control          

the media under the pretext of counteracting propaganda and child pornography or            

ensuring the protection of personal data, as well as intimidation of journalists. Additionally,             

according to the World Press Freedom Index for 2017 developed by Reporters without             

Borders, the Republic of Moldova fell down from 80th to 81st place, with a total score of                 

30.08 points.  

Internationally, the fragile state of media freedom has been a topic of concern for our               

country’s partners: in its latest conclusions on the Republic of Moldova issued on 26              

February 2018 the EU Foreign Affairs Council explicitly mentioned that ‘media freedom and             

pluralism are prerequisites for a democratic society’, urging authorities to pursue reforms            

which ‘address the concentration of media ownership and guarantee media freedom and            

pluralism’. 

Concentration and lack of transparency in media ownership 

According to the Moldovan Press Status Index 2017 Report published by the Independent             

Journalism Center, monopolization of the media market continued. The media market is            

dominated by two large trusts: the one owned by the leader of PDM ruling party and the one                  

belonging to people close to President Igor Dodon. The same report also states that the few                

other existing media outlets are ‘far behind in terms of equipment and power to compete               

with these trusts’. Although no single media owner could possess more than two broadcast              

licenses after the law had been amended, the new legal norm had a negligible impact. In                

May 2017, the broadcasting licenses for channels Canal 2 and Canal 3 owned by the PDM                

leader Vladimir Plahotniuc were transferred to Telestar Media founded by Plahotniuc’s PR            

adviser Oleg Cristal. This was done through the General Media Group (GMG) company.             

However, the address of said channels remained the same. IJC’s monitoring reports on             

elements of propaganda, information manipulation and violation of journalism ethics in the            

local media reveal high similarities across much of the content produced by Prime, Publika              

TV, Canal 2 and Canal 3.  

On the opposite side, the local media landscape is dominated by channels and portals              

affiliated with the Party of Socialists and President Igor Dodon (Accent TV, NTV, Aif.md).  

 

https://rsf.org/en/moldova
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/02/26/moldova-council-adopts-conclusions/
http://www.media-azi.md/en/moldovan-press-status-index-2017-report


 

 

A monopolized advertising market 

In terms of sources of income, advertising is one of the few alternatives to direct funding by                 

the owner. This helps avoid any potential interference with a publisher’s editorial policy.             

However, according to the experts, the reduced scale of the advertising market and the              

unwritten cartel-like agreement between the two big players on the market prohibit            

independent media outlets from having free access to large advertising companies. Thus,            

Casa Media agency, which according to the press is owned by Vladimir Plahotniuc, directs              

the available cash flow to the GMG Trust institutions affiliated with this politician. The other               

power player on the advertising market is Exclusive Sales House, part of the Exclusive Media               

Company Trust owned by Socialist MP Corneliu Furculita. Together, the two companies            

control about two-thirds of the market volume.  

In January 2018, a group of media outlets (PRO TV Chisinau, RTR-Moldova, Jurnal TV and TV                

8) filed a joint complaint to the Competition Council about the conclusion of a cartel               

agreement, whereby the financial flows are distributed in an 80% (Casa Media) to 20%              

(Exclusive Sales House) ratio. The Council has yet to provide an official reply in regards to the                 

matter. 

Political bias and internal propaganda of politically affiliated media publishers 

The concentration of media ownership and the monopolization of advertising revenue           

sources are the main factors which determine the vulnerable state the press finds itself in:               

most of the large publishers are politically biased and their editorial policy is directly linked               

to their owners’ interests. Furthermore, note that during 2017 these outlets used            

propaganda-laden manipulative techniques when reporting on various topics of major public           

interest. The climax of the internal misinformation took place during the promotion of the              

campaign for the adoption of the mixed electoral system and continued throughout 2017, as              

well as during the first months of 2018, in all topics concerning the reforms promised by the                 

government, evaluations of domestic policies by Western partners, the economic situation           

and the debt recovery in the ‘billion-theft’ case. 

IJC’s monitoring reports on elements of propaganda, information manipulation and violation           

of journalism ethics show that during 2017, as well as during the first quarter of 2018, the                 

media outlets affiliated with various political groups favored both directly and indirectly            

certain politicians and parties: Accent TV and NTV Moldova – President Igor Dodon and              

PSRM, GMG-owned channels – PDM and its leader Vladimir Plahotniuc, whereas Jurnal TV             

favors PPDA headed by Andrei Nastase.  

Both the above mentioned monitoring and media experts note that Moldova 1 public TV              

channel frequently reports on events of public interest in a manner similar to that of Prime                

TV, Canal 2, Canal 3 and Publika TV. Aside from the common structure and the same angle of                  

reporting news, the public channel has partaken in promoting projects and individuals close             

to PDM, including Silvia Radu, who was tacitly agreed upon by the said party to be running                 

http://media-azi.md/ro/stiri/galina-zablovskaia-directoare-executiv%C4%83-aap-%E2%80%9Epe-segmentul-publicit%C4%83%C8%9Bii-tv-se-atest%C4%83-o-situa%C8%9Bie
http://newsmaker.md/rus/novosti/lidery-prodazh-kak-demokraty-i-sotsialisty-podruzhilis-seylz-hausami-35614
http://www.media-azi.md/en/stiri/four-tv-channels-denounce-alleged-cartel-agreement-between-two-advertizing-sales-houses
http://mediacritica.md/ro/studiu-de-caz-adoptarea-lectura-finala-modificarilor-legislative-prin-care-republica-moldova-trecut-la-sistemul-de-vot-mixt/
http://mediacritica.md/ro/studiu-de-caz-adoptarea-lectura-finala-modificarilor-legislative-prin-care-republica-moldova-trecut-la-sistemul-de-vot-mixt/
http://media-azi.md/en/elements-propaganda-information-manipulation-and-violations-journalism-ethics-local-media-space
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/silvia-radu-and-chisinau-arena-%E2%80%93-top-positive-news-mesager-newscast


for mayor in the upcoming elections, as well as including the construction plan for the               

Chisinau Arena, which was announced by Vladimir Plahotniuc.  

Meanwhile, political fights are taking place in Gagauzia for holding the control over the              

‘Teleradio Gagauzia’ Public Regional Company. In December 2017, the People’s Assembly of            

Gagauzia, by vote of 19 members of People’s Assembly, abolished the Public Company’s             

Council of Observers. Local experts say the fight is taking place between the Bashkan              

(Governor) of Gagauzia, Irina Vlah, and the People’s Assembly, controlled by the democrats. 

Questionable regulatory measures 

The amendment of Article 11 of the Broadcasting Code, in force since 1 October 2017,               

stipulates that the audiovisual media shall broadcast local content for a daily minimum of              

eight hours. According to the Assessment study of the legal framework of regulation and              

self-regulation of media activity in the Republic of Moldova, this stipulation is ‘necessary to              

promote and develop the local audiovisual content’, which is yet in need of adjustments that               

would allow for a ‘differentiated approach in regards to the mandatory local content share              

for broadcasters, or the production capacity of a local or regional broadcaster is different              

than that of a national one’, the same way as ‘it can be easier to obtain the required local                   

content share in radio zones (...), than it is in the case of television broadcasters’. 

The topic of personal data protection had caught the public’s attention after a number of               

NGOs organized round tables with the representatives of the following state institutions: the             

National Center for Personal Data Protection (NCPDP), the Ministry of Justice, the Superior             

Council of Magistrates. The legal provisions proposed by the NCPDP were also discussed             

during the round tables. These provisions aimed at ensuring the protection of personal data              

that might threaten freedom of expression and restrict access to information of public             

interest. So far, the proposals made by the authorities have been considered inadequate by              

the Council of Europe experts and by the Moldovan media community, since the journalist’s              

obligation to justify his/her request for information containing personal data could lead to a              

number of limitations of journalists’ rights in the process of obtaining said information. 

In October 2017, the Superior Council of Magistrates (SCM) decided to adopt a new              

Regulation on the manner of publishing judgments on the national portal of courts of law.               

The draft stipulated that the identities of all individuals would remain anonymous in the              

texts of the judgments published on the website, which would have made it impossible for               

the public to find court decisions on the cases of high resonance, as well as find information                 

in regards to how such cases were examined. The draft Regulation was, however, withdrawn              

and replaced with the version put forward by the Supreme Court of Justice (SCJ), only after                

more than 70 journalists, media outlets and NGOs had signed a public call addressed to the                

SCM and had organized a protest.  

Obstacles created by the authorities in ensuring the access to information 

The Parliament’s vote on the amendments of the Law on Access to Information, which were               

expected to pass the final reading, ultimately didn’t take place, neither in 2017, nor during               

the first months of 2018. These amendments passed the first reading all the way back in July                 

2016 and were considered as a priority in the media community. Numerous public             

http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/political-fights-comrat-holding-control-over-grt
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/political-fights-comrat-holding-control-over-grt
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/political-fights-comrat-holding-control-over-grt
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/political-fights-comrat-holding-control-over-grt
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/political-fights-comrat-holding-control-over-grt
http://media-azi.md/ro/publicatii/evaluarea-cadrului-juridic-de-reglementare-%C5%9Fi-autoreglementare-activit%C4%83%C5%A3ii-mass-media-%C3%AEn
http://media-azi.md/ro/publicatii/evaluarea-cadrului-juridic-de-reglementare-%C5%9Fi-autoreglementare-activit%C4%83%C5%A3ii-mass-media-%C3%AEn
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/council-europe-experts-object-proposals-amend-legislation-personal-data
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/council-europe-experts-object-proposals-amend-legislation-personal-data
https://deschide.md/ro/stiri/social/19354/Zeci-de-jurnali%C8%99ti-%C8%99i-redac%C8%9Bii-au-semnat-un-apel-public-c%C4%83tre-CSM.htm
http://www.realitatea.md/jurnalistii--la-protest--csm-a-votat-un-regulament-alternativ-privind-modul-de-publicare-al-hotararilor-judecatoresti--foto--video-_65326.html


institutions and officials have repeatedly denied journalists access to information and to            

events of public interest, the most high-profile case being that of the photojournalist             

Constantin Grigorita. As a photo reporter of the Association of Independent Press (AIP), he              

was excluded from events organized by the President. His complaint against Igor Dodon and              

the Presidential Apparatus, which Constantin submitted to a court, was initially rejected,            

only to then be ultimately accepted and, after several delays, have the files be merged.  

Even if there were lawsuits won by journalists, a number of public institutions continued to               

ignore their legal obligation to provide information of public interest, invoking various            

reasons in justifying their behavior. The Center for Investigative Journalism (CIJ) won a             

lawsuit against the Central Electoral Commission (CEC), which, during the 2016 presidential            

election campaign, limited reporters’ access to the candidates’ financial statements.          

Although magistrates obliged the Commission to provide the data, CEC was refusing to             

comply for several months, having invoked personal data protection. Eventually, the           

institution offered ‘fragmented’ access to the lists of the presidential candidates’ sponsors.  

In December, AIP initiated the compulsory enforcement of SCJ judgment, whereby I.S.            

„Posta Moldovei’ was ordered to provide journalists with information on 2014-2016 public            

procurements auctions. ‘Posta Moldovei’ previously refused to provide this data, stating that            

it was not a supplier of information of public interest.  

RISE Moldova against the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) is another high-profile case on              

the access to information, won by the journalists at the Supreme Court of Justice. In March                

2018, the Supreme Court obliged MIA to provide the reporters with data on ten individuals               

listed as wanted on a national or international level. This gave birth to a precedent in the                 

ongoing struggle for access to information in the Republic of Moldova. 

At the end of the last year, a group of journalists, well-respected by their peers, filed a                 

request for interviewing the former Prime Minister Vlad Filat, who is currently imprisoned in              

Penitentiary No 13. The request, addressed to the Minister of Justice, the Deputy Director of               

the Department of Penitentiary Institutions and the Head of Penitentiary No 13, referred to              

the provisions of national and international law on the need to ensure transparency in a               

high-profile case of public importance. The request, however, was not admitted. Thus, both             

journalists and citizens of the Republic of Moldova were deprived of their right to access               

information of public interest of particular importance in the ‘stolen billion’ file, which was              

later transformed into a public debt.  

In November 2017, the Ministry of Health issued an order obliging all healthcare facilities              

and subordinated agencies to coordinate with the Ministry the publication of information on             

social networks, the responses to journalists’ requests or the attendance at TV shows.             

Shortly afterwards, Silvia Radu, who had been appointed interim mayor of Chisinau, issued             

an identical order. Both documents caused an uproar in the media community, who saw in               

them an opportunity for abuse by civil servants with the purpose of controlling the media’s               

access to information.  

Attacks and intimidation of journalists and media outlets 

https://www.zdg.md/stiri/stiri-politice/instanta-a-decis-comasarea-dosarelor-fotojurnalistului-constantin-grigorita-impotriva-presedintiei-si-a-lui-igor-dodon
http://www.moldovacurata.md/news/view/posta-moldovei-fi-silita-sa-execute-o-decizie-a-csj-privind-asigurarea-accesului-la-informatie
https://rtr.md/ro/stiri/politica/un-grup-de-jurnalisti-a-depus-un-demers-comun-pentru-a-realiza-un-interviu-cu-ex-premierul-vlad-filat
https://rtr.md/ro/stiri/politica/un-grup-de-jurnalisti-a-depus-un-demers-comun-pentru-a-realiza-un-interviu-cu-ex-premierul-vlad-filat
http://www.e-sanatate.md/News/7649
http://radiochisinau.md/jurnalistii-impiedicati-sa-comunice-direct-cu-sefii-directiilor-din-primaria-chisinau-prin-dispozitia-silviei-radu---59818.html
http://radiochisinau.md/jurnalistii-impiedicati-sa-comunice-direct-cu-sefii-directiilor-din-primaria-chisinau-prin-dispozitia-silviei-radu---59818.html


During 2017 and early 2018, a number of journalists, especially investigative journalists,            

were regularly assaulted and harassed under various circumstances. 

ZdG reporters were forbidden to shoot and take pictures in several public places. For              

instance, journalists were stopped and threatened at least twice while trying to organize a              

video shoot and take some photos near the Global Business Center building.  

In February 2018, a female reporter from RISE Moldova was intimidated by the             

representatives of the ‘Sfantul Gheorghe’ Charity Foundation and of the Caritate.md           

platform, after a video teaser had been published about an investigation in which both              

organizations were featured. 

At the same time, a female journalist from the Center for Investigative Journalism was              

publicly admonished by the SCM; a reporter from Jurnal TV was verbally and physically              

assaulted by PDM MP Vladimir Hotineanu; a female photojournalist from Jurnal de Chisinau             

was physically assaulted by a store owner; a Publika TV shooting team was intimidated by               

protesters at an opposition rally; a Prime reporter was denied entry to a meeting held by the                 

Action and Solidarity Party (PAS), while TV8 and Jurnal TV reported a jamming of their               

programs in which Vladimir Plahotniuc was accused of ordering assassinations.  

Also worth mentioning are actions of denigration and mocking undertaken by government            

supporters (trolls) on social networks against journalists Alina Radu and Cornelia Cozonac.            

The two journalists were the target of slanderous publications insinuating corruption and            

unprofessionalism on the basis of the reporters’ physical appearance. 

Regulatory authority used as a political tool 

The Broadcasting Coordinating Council (BCC) delayed the examination of the application           

submitted by TV8 in regards to the license assignment, which was a prerequisite for              

completing the procedure of transferring ownership over the TV channel to an association             

mostly made up of journalists. It was only in mid-December 2017 that the application was               

finally approved.  

Likewise, following a monitoring report on the observance of the local content share             

provisions, in force since 1 October, the BCC issued a series of warnings to seven TV                

channels, but failed to sanction other TV channels that committed the same infringements.             

Media experts believed that the selective application of the law might be interpreted as an               

effort to shield PDM-affiliated TV channels.  

Adjusting the legal framework, between delays and modest progress 

In 2017, the Parliament set up a Working Group to adjust the national media law. During                

their first meeting in June, the members of the group outlined the following priorities:              

develop the Strategy of Media Development in the Republic of Moldova; develop a new              

Broadcasting Code; develop the National Strategy on the Information Security;          

review/finalize the Law on the Access to Information (versus personal data protection,            

experience of EU countries in this field); develop a new Law on Press (both written and                

online); improve the Electoral Code as regards the covering of election campaigns in the              

http://www.media-azi.md/en/stiri/media-ngos-condemn-intimidation-rise-moldova-journalist-and-ask-ministry-internal-affairs-take
https://www.europalibera.org/a/disputa-intre-cca-si-tv8/28762339.html
http://media-azi.md/en/stiri/%E2%80%9Cmedia-azi%E2%80%9D-show-63rd-edition-mandatory-domestic-product-%E2%80%93-bcc-findings


media; improve the Law on Advertising; improve the Law on Competition; identify legal             

solutions in providing tax facilities for the local media content, etc.  

Since then, the members of the group held several meetings, with not a single draft law                

having yet passed the final reading. It was only on 20 April 2018, that the draft Code of                    

Audiovisual Media Services (an updated version of the Broadcasting Code) passed the first             

reading. In the same plenary session, MPs also passed the draft Law on the National Concept                

of Media Development in the Republic of Moldova. 

Recommendations to the authorities: 

● implement, as a matter of urgency, the outstanding provisions of the Government            

Action Program for 2015-2018 related to the media; 

● ensure the genuine independence of the Broadcasting Coordination Council and of           

the public service broadcasters’ councils of observers, including by applying some           

criteria for appointing members on the basis of professionalism, rather than political            

representativeness; 

● refrain from exercising influence over editorial policies or from subordinating media           

outlets, especially a public TV channel, with media-owning politicians abstaining from           

treating media outlets as a subsidiary of their political party; 

● adjust the Law on the Access to Information to the requirements of the digital era               

and to the e-government practices; 

● observe the old provisions on the access to information, until new provisions are to              

enter into force, i.e., respond to the requests for information within the time period              

stipulated by the law and ensure the access to public information; 

● adopt in due time draft laws developed by the Parliamentary Working Group, with             

absolute priority being given to the Broadcasting Code, which should be in force well              

in advance of the 2018 Parliamentary election campaign; 

● react to the objective and balanced journalistic investigations that expose cases of            

abuse; 

● the Competition Council is to exercise its regulatory function in an efficient and             

impartial manner, as well as ensure the reestablishment of fair terms on the             

advertising market; 

● investigate, objectively and without delay, the cases of intimidating journalists; 

● effectively ensure journalists’ safety. 
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